KTRK
Familiarization
Program

T

he program is designed to inform itinerant,
local, and student pilots of Truckee’s unique
aeronautical ecosystem. The program
goal is to enhance the knowledge of
Truckee’s local airspace and the surrounding area
to ensure proficiency with prescribed procedures.
Feel confident flying at the Truckee Tahoe Airport.
Learn skills from a local CFI and help the airport be
a great neighbor!

SCOPE: Complete steps 1...2…3...
1) Go to truckeetahoeairport.com and choose a CFI that will best suit your needs—you can’t go wrong! Coordinate a
flight time that works for the both of you.
2) Let us know you’re coming! Fill out KTRK Familiarization form located on the KTRK Website under ‘Flight Planning’.
3) FLY! You will spend 1.5 hours with a local KTRK CFI learning our Truckee Familiarization Course.

What You’ll Learn

Common visual reporting points
Safety factors unique to Truckee
Procedures for arrivals and departures

Requirements

Must provide your own airworthy aircraft
Fly with a KTRK accredited CFI
Be a student or certificated pilot
One (1) flight per pilot

Upon Completion

CFI must submit a picture of the pilot’s logbook
entry indicating the following: KTRK-KTRK
and notes illustrating a demonstration of
Truckee Check-Out, CFI Endorsement and
the pilot’s name
Aircraft flight track will be correlated to
confirm it complies with NAP guidelines
Pilot receives a ‘Fly Quiet’ t-shirt

A list of CFI’s is displayed on the KTRK website. Pilots are
responsible for coordinating the flight with the accredited KTRK
CFI. The KTRK CFI will dedicate 1.5 hours to the familiarization
of KTRK’s Noise Program, safety and local knowledge elements.
After the flight, the CFI will submit an invoice to KTRK for an
amount not to exceed $150. Pilots are responsible for the cost of
the airplane whether it be a rental or personal.
Visit www.truckeetahoeairport.com, Aviation Information, Flight
Planning for complete details.
*INSURANCE CLAIM: CFI IS REQUIRED TO HOLD LIABILITY INSURANCE AND THE PILOT MUST SUBMIT A COPY OF
THEIR INSURANCE.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:

Katie Greenwood

Pilot & Passenger Outreach Coordinator

530.587.4119 ext 122

katie.greenwood@truckeetahoeairport.com

